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alto saxophone wikipedia May 21 2024

the alto saxophone is a member of the saxophone family of woodwind instruments saxophones were
invented by belgian instrument designer adolphe sax in the 1840s and patented in 1846 the alto
saxophone is pitched in the key of e smaller than the b tenor but larger than the b soprano

how to play the alto saxophone with pictures wikihow Apr 20
2024

the alto saxophone is an extremely versatile acoustic instrument it allows you to explore a
variety of styles including classic orchestral music blues rock and roll and smooth jazz to
get started learn the proper positioning for your body hands and mouth

alto saxophones musician s friend Mar 19 2024

as the most popular and widely used member of the saxophone family the alto sax is a fixture
in a huge variety of musical genres from classical to jazz to contemporary though it is
generally made of brass the alto like all saxophones is classified as a woodwind due to its
use of a reed and close similarity to the clarinet

alto saxophones guitar center Feb 18 2024

alto saxophones are the most common and popular variety of sax and that makes them one of the
best known and most recognized instruments anywhere in the world featured in countless genres
from jazz to rock it s an instrument that looks as good as it sounds and has a powerful
presence on the stage



the best professional alto saxophones top ten picks Jan 17
2024

with its clear and pristine tone the alto saxophone is one of the most common wind instruments
in the jazz world we ve already covered in depth the topic of alto saxophones for beginners so
in this guide we ll take you through our top ten picks for the best professional alto
saxophones on the market

saxophone transposition chart and transposing information Dec
16 2023

the alto pitched in eb is slightly smaller and higher pitched than the c melody and the tenor
pitched in bb is larger and lower these are the most common saxophones but of course there are
other sizes e g the soprano in bb one octave higher than the tenor and the baritone in eb one
octave lower than the alto why
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